Test and production engineer
LunaMicro is developing a world-leading technology to transport water through textiles and
textile-like materials. Our patented technology has the potential to revolutionize what you think
fabric can do in fields such as clothing, medicine, and electronics. We’re looking for another
engineer to help us streamline our production process and improve our products. If you’re a
self-driven, detail-oriented, social person interested in working for a high-tech startup with plans
to revolutionize a traditional industry, we may have an exciting opportunity for you.
Responsibilities: We are expanding our team and are searching for an engineer to develop and
coordinate our production processes and products, evaluate potential product and process
improvements, and to communicate with customers.
Desired background and skills: Given that we are currently focused on integrating our products
in the textile and clothing industries, training and/or experience in the garment or textile
industries is desired (but not absolutely necessary). Other skills of merit include data analysis,
experimental / laboratory work, writing process specifications, customer relations, and
programming and software skills. Strong interpersonal and social skills, flexibility, and the ability
to handle several tasks, switching quickly between them, are also desired. Since our first
market will likely involve performance outdoor clothing, an appreciation for nature would also be
seen as beneficial.
Other requirements: Strong written and verbal communication skills in both English and
Swedish, permission to work in Sweden, driver's license.
Location: Linköping, Sweden, with potential travel to Stockholm and Borås
Salary: To be determined based on experience and training
Starting: In agreement between company and candidate. Fall 2019
Application procedure: To apply for the position, send a cover letter and CV to
recruitment@lunamicro.se. Questions regarding the position can be directed to the same email
address. Applications will be evaluated continually as they are received.
LunaMicro’s core values
At LunaMicro, we are:
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Honest – Honesty creates confidence. Honesty includes transparency, i.e. we are not
hiding anything and we show respect for others. Among other things, honesty and
transparency make it easy for us to trust one another, and for others to trust us.
Inclusive – We value diversity both in the social sense (race, ethnicity, religion, sexual
orientation, etc.) and in terms of background, education, and experience. Similarly, we
expect our employees and external partners (customers, etc.) to express their opinions,
particularly dissenting opinions. The incorporation of feedback, including dissent,
improves our design and decision-making processes.
Accountable – Everybody working for the company shall take responsibility for the
performance of work and its follow-up. Sustainability and quality are building blocks on
which our products, and reputation, are built.
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